covery [1, 2] , the data collected at the Tevatron have been actively used to test the validity of the SM predictions of the top quark's properties. The top quark is unique because of its large mass of 173.3 ± 1.1 GeV/c 2 [3] , which distinguishes it from the other fermions of the SM. It is similar in mass to the weak force carriers (W and Z) as well as the expected mass range for the proposed SM Higgs boson [4] . One of the simplest extension of the SM is a fourth chiral generation of massive fermions. A fourth generation is predicted in a number of theories [5, 6] and is compatible with precision electroweak data [7, 8] . Furthermore, its existence would allow for a higher Higgs boson mass [9] and relax the tension between indirect predictions which point to very low masses [4] and direct searches [10, 11] .
Fourth generation fermions with masses much higher than current lower bounds [12] In this Letter we report on a search for a t quark decaying to W q, where q can be either a generic down-type quark or specifically a b quark. We analyze a data set of pp collisions at √ s = 1.96 TeV corresponding to an integrated luminosity of 5.6 fb −1 collected by the Collider Detector at Fermilab (CDF II) which is described elsewhere [17] . We search for pair production of such quarks using events characterized by a high-p T lepton, large missing transverse energy E / T [18] and multiple hadronic jets. We assume that the new quark is heavier than the top quark and it is produced by strong interaction processes. With respect to [? ] the analysis described herein utilizes a data sample approximately seven times larger, and adds a parallel search wherein it is assumed that the t decays to W b.
The data events used in the analysis are collected by triggers that identify at least one high-p T e or µ candidate [19] or by a trigger requiring E / T plus jets [20] . Events are retained only if the electron or muon candidate has p T ≥ 20 (25 for the t → W q search) GeV/c and satisfies the typical CDF identification and isolation requirements [19] . Jets are reconstructed using a fixed cone algorithm of radius 0.4 in azimuth (φ) -pseudorapidity (η) space [18] and their energy is corrected for detector effects [21] . We require at least four jets with E T ≥ 20 GeV and |η| < 2.0. Missing transverse energy is reconstructed using fully corrected calorimeter and muon information [19] and required to have magnitude ≥ 20 GeV. For the t → W b search at least one of the jets must be identified as having originated from a bottom quark (btagged) by a secondary vertex tagging algorithm [22] . In order to reduce the contribution of the multijet (QCD) background for the t → W q search we make some additional requirements. We ask that at least two of the jets have E T ≥ 25 GeV, that M T,W > 20 GeV/c 2 and that E / T,sig > −0.05 · M T,W + 3.5, where M T,W is the transverse leptonically decaying W boson mass, and E / T,sig is the E / T significance [23] .
The main contribution to the selected sample of events comes from tt production, which is modeled using the pythia v6.216 Monte Carlo (MC) generator [24] assuming m t = 172.5 GeV/c 2 . The alpgen [25] v2.10 matrixelement generator interfaced to pythia v6.325 is used to simulate W +jets and Z/γ * + jets events. The W +jets samples are generated separately for W + bb + jets, W + cc + jets, W + c + jets and W + light flavor. Other backgrounds include diboson production (W W, W Z, ZZ) modeled with pythia, single top-quark production simulated using madgraph+pythia [24, 26] and multi-jet QCD events modeled using a jet-triggered data sample normalized to a background-dominated region at low E / T . The signal sample of t t production is generated with pythia. The detector response in all MC samples is modeled by a geant3-based detector simulation [27] .
When examining control regions for the t → W q search, defined by events having less than four jets but passing all the other selection criteria, it was observed that the MC under-predicted events in the tails of jet E T and lepton p T distributions. For events with electrons this observed mis-modeling was found in events with a high E T lead (highest E T ) jet or high lepton p T ; for events with muons the discrepancy was present for high lepton p T . Since for misreconstructed events a correlation between the misreconstructed object and the E / T is expected, cuts are placed on the ∆φ between the physics object in question and the E / T . For electron events with lead jet E T ≥ 160 GeV it is required that the ∆φ between the E / T and the lead jet be at least 0.6. For electron events with lepton p T ≥ 120 GeV/c it is required that the ∆φ between the lepton and the E / T be less than 2.6. For muon events there are two categories: muons coming from high-p T lepton triggers, and muons from triggers based on high E / T plus jets. For muons in the first category if the lepton p T is greater than 120 GeV/c it is required that the ∆φ between the lepton and the E / T be less than 2.6. For muons in the second category if the lepton p T is greater than 120 GeV/c it is required that the ∆φ between the lepton and the E / T be between 0.4 and 2.6. These cuts only reduce our signal efficiency by 0.5% and greatly improve our modeling of the tails of the kinematic distributions. Our selection requirements for both searches are summarized in Table I . After all selection and trigger requirements we observe 1,441 (4,390) events for the t → W b (W q) search.
The total transverse energy (H T ), defined as
serves as a good discriminator between standard model and new physics processes associated with production of high mass particles. In addition we make use of the assumption that the t decay chain is identical to the one of the top quark, and reconstruct its mass (M reco ) using the standard χ 2 -based fit of the kinematic properties of final t decay products, the same technique utilized in top quark mass measurement analyses [28] .
We perform the search for a t signal by employing a two-dimensional (2D) binned likelihood fit in both H T and M reco . In order to improve the discrimination between potential t signal and SM backgrounds, we split the events into four samples, based on the number of jets (exactly 4 or ≥ 5), and good or poor mass reconstruction χ 2 (χ 2 < 8 and χ 2 ≥ 8). The sample with exactly 4 jets and good χ 2 has the largest sample size due to the fact that the majority of tt events (61% [65%] out of all ≥ 4 jet tt events when [not] requiring a jet tagged as a b quark) fall into this category. The t mass reconstruction is best in this category but the t t events are distributed more uniformly than tt events among all four categories of events. To ensure sufficient MC statistics on the high energy tails, we developed an algorithm that merges bins with low MC statistics together into superbins. The super-bins are defined by the requirement that each super-bin in a template has a relative uncertainty due to MC statistics below 40%.
The fit is conducted simultaneously for four different sets of templates. The likelihood is defined as the product of the Poisson probabilities for observing n i,k events in the bin i, k of (H T , M reco ). The expected number of events in each bin, µ i,k , is given at base by the sum over all sources indexed by j:
Here the L j are the integrated luminosities, the σ j are the cross sections, and the ikj are the efficiencies per bin of (H T , M reco ). We calculate the likelihood as a function of the t t cross section, and apply Bayes' theorem with a uniform prior in σ to obtain a 95% CL upper limit or measure the production rate of t t events. The production rates for t t events, W + jets in the 4-jet bins, and W + jets events in the ≥ 5 jet bins are three unconstrained independent parameters in the fit. Production rates for tt, single top, dibosons and Z+jets [30] [31] [32] are constrained to their theoretically predicted values and uncertainties. We consider systematic uncertainties that affect only the normalization as well as those affecting the normalization and shape of the distributions. The normalization uncertainties and their magnitudes are: integrated luminosity (5.6%), lepton ID scale factors (1%), uncertainty on the parton distribution functions (1%) and wholly correlated theory uncertainty on the t [33] and tt [30] cross section (10%). The shape and normalization systematics and their impact on the expected limit at a t mass of 360 GeV/c 2 (near the observed limit) are : jet energy scale (2.5%), the Q 2 scale at which W + jets MC events are generated (2.5%), initial and final state radiation (2.5%) and, for the t → W b search only, uncertainty on the b-tagging of jets (<2.5%). All of the sources of systematic errors are treated in the likelihood as nuisance parameters constrained within their expected distributions. We adopt the profiling method [29] for dealing with these parameters, i.e. the likelihood is maximized with respect to the nuisance parameters. For normalization and shape uncertainties we use a vertical morphing technique [29] to change both shape and normalization when fitting. For these parameters we interpolate quadratically for less than one σ variance and extrapolate linearly for beyond one σ variance in the expectation value. Taking this into account the likelihood takes the following expression:
where ν m are the nuisance parameters used in the morphing parameters (constrained by gaussian G terms to their expectation) and ν j are the nuisance parameters used in non-morphing parameters (constrained by log normal f X terms to their expectations), such as σ tt , L j and etc. ν m,j are their central nominal values and σ νm,j are their uncertainties.
We test the sensitivity of our method by drawing pseudoexperiments from standard model distributions i.e., assuming no t contribution. The expected 95% CL upper limits on the t t production rate as a function of t mass, for a t decaying to Wb and Wq (assuming in either case a 100% branching ratio) are shown in Fig. 1 . The dashed line is the theoretical prediction for a fourth generation t with SM couplings [33] .
We perform the analysis fit on the data which shows no significant excess from t t production. as a 95% CL upper limit on the cross section are shown in Fig. 1 . The individual limits along with the expected ones from pseudo-experiments are listed in Table II and  III. Distributions of H T and M reco comparing the data with the fit to the backgrounds plus a signal contribution are shown in Figs. 2 and 3 . The backgrounds are normalized to their fitted results and the t signal with mass of 360 (350 for t → W q) GeV/c 2 is normalized to its 95% CL upper limit value.
In conclusion, we present a search for pair production of a t quark decaying to W q, where q can be a generic down-type quark or specifically a b quark. Having observed no excess attributable to t t production, we exclude at 95% CL a t quark with mass below 358 (340) GeV/c 2 for t → W b(W q). Examining the results separately for the cases where the W decays to e or µ, we see no significant difference between them, obtaining separate limits of 292 (307 expected) GeV/c 2 for t → W b in m(t ) (GeV/c 2 ) expected limit (pb) observed limit (pb) the µ case and 306 (336 expected) GeV/c 2 for t → W b in the e case. These are the most stringent limits set on such a quark at this time. While these direct limits are set on a fourth generation massive up-like quark t , this analysis is sensitive to models of other massive quarks with similar signatures.
2 ) expected limit (pb) observed limit ( [18] CDF uses a cylindrical coordinate system with the z axis along the proton beam axis. θ is the polar angle relative to the proton beam direction, and φ is the azimuthal angle. 
